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As they were pioneering an

entirely new paradigm for

watching TV and movies,

Net�ix were simultaneously

pioneering an entirely new

paradigm for the technology

required to deliver it.

In a  the author

explained how Net�ix had pioneered the

future of enterprise tech, an approach

that came to be de�ned as ‘Cloud

Native’.

2015 VentureBeat article

The practice is one of moving away

from the traditional approach of

owning and operating your own data

centre populated by the likes of EMC,

Oracle and VMware, and instead move

to ‘web scale IT’.

Web Scale IT

This is based on practices where

applications are built with services

packaged in containers, deployed as

microservices and managed on elastic

infrastructure through agile DevOps

processes and continuous delivery

work�ows.

As the term suggests it’s an approach

intended to leverage the full global

power of the Cloud, via systems design

that exploit it’s core capabilities to

naturally achieve a scale that

traditional enterprise IT has never been

capable of.

For example Mercedes-Benz 

 to

support a wide range of project teams

around the world, which thanks to

automation they describe as easy to

manage. Similarly 

 and containerized

applications to manage IT upgrades

across 2,300 retail ‘edge’ locations.

runs a

massive �eet of Kubernetes clusters

Home Depot has also

utilized Kubernetes

Continuous Innovation

In parallel to this large-scale computing

capacity the Cloud Native trend is also

de�ned by a fast-paced approach to

software development, achieved

through a modular ‘microservices’

architecture.

https://awscloud.directory/aws-cloudnative-devops/
https://venturebeat.com/2015/10/15/netflix-reveals-the-future-of-enterprise-tech-heres-why/
https://www.infoworld.com/article/3664052/why-mercedes-benz-runs-on-900-kubernetes-clusters.html
https://www.datacenterknowledge.com/open-source/home-depot-upgrades-2300-retail-edge-locations-using-suse-rancher-k3s
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The strategic imperative for this is

enabling a faster pace for digital

innovation. Traditional industries like

banking are at risk of new entrants and

digital disruption, in the same way

Net�ix obviated Blockbuster.

Capital One is an example of such a

player embracing the trend to avoid

this fate. They believe they have

,

now considering themselves a

technology company that provides

�nancial services.

rede�ned banking for the Cloud age

The company moved forward with

changing to agile development

practices, to DevOps with continuous

integration and continuous

deployment, and using cloud data

practices around the software-de�ned

data center. They’ve 

 and gone all in with AWS.

closed all of their

data centres

The company has organized its army of

coders into agile sprint teams that

work on two-week development cycles.

The cloud infrastructure gives them the

�exibility to innovate, test, and deliver

continuously. Capital One reports that

the time needed to build a new

environment and new features into a

product has been signi�cantly reduced.

, Bernard Golden,

their VP of Cloud Strategy, describes

how:

Writing for eWeek

https://awscloud.directory/aws-cloudnative-devops/
https://www.zdnet.com/paid-content/article/capital-one-redefines-banking-for-the-cloud-age/
https://diginomica.com/capital-one-closes-its-data-centres-and-goes-all-aws
https://www.eweek.com/cloud/why-cloud-means-cloud-native/
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“Over time, the cloud-native cohort has

developed a set of best practices for

lifecycle management, spanning the use

of a sophisticated code management

platform through to automated

monitoring and management of

application components to provide

scale and resilience. Every process and

milestone has been streamlined to

provide fast, automated execution and

enable touchless production placement

once a developer’s �ngers leave the

keyboard.”

Cloud Native Best

Practices on AWS

The central industry body is the CNCF

(Cloud Native Computing Foundation),

with members such as ,

who de�ne adoption best practices and

incubate and accelerate the core

capabilities via a portfolio of 

.

Capital One

open

source projects

Via an 

Capital One de�nes the main principles

of Cloud Native to be:

article on their own web site

 Break up software

monoliths into containerized

microservices.

Scalable –

 Increase overall system

resiliency by spreading your services

across availability regions.

Resilient –

 Having an API to

discover and modify the state of

your environment means that you

can write tools to this work in a

repeatable way.

Manageable –

 Your operations

people still need to know about

problems as soon as they happen to

prevent the situation from getting

worse.

Observable –

 You need to rely

on  automation  to ensure

consistency in your cloud

environment. Automation ties all of

our cloud native principles together.

Automated –

https://awscloud.directory/aws-cloudnative-devops/
https://www.cncf.io/announcements/2018/12/11/cncf-welcomes-capital-one/
https://www.cncf.io/projects/
https://www.capitalone.com/software/blog/what-is-cloud-native/
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The purpose of our ebook guide is to

explain in detail how other

organizations can emulate these

pioneers and transform to a Cloud

Native architecture to enjoy the same

accelerated digital innovation

capabilities, and provide recipes for

implementing this approach on the

AWS cloud.

https://awscloud.directory/aws-cloudnative-devops/
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The Evolution to Cloud

Native Computing

In the 

, from 19:45, Dr. Werner

Vogels describes the evolution of

enterprise IT towards Cloud Native

computing.

AWS Summit 2019 keynote

presentation

Referencing Amazon.com and AWS

customer examples, CTO Werner

Vogels explains the shift from monolith

enterprise software to a Serverless and

Microservices model, walking through

how to build such an architecture on

AWS services.

Setting the scene Werner states AWS

set out to achieve for IT what

Amazon.com achieved for e-commerce,

to be entirely customer-driven where

the customers are entirely in control of

the product roadmap and economic

cost model.

They have massively disrupted the

traditional vendor supply chain, now

o�ering over 165 di�erent Cloud

services across DevOps, Blockchain, ML

and more.

The Cloud has transformed how IT is

delivered and costed, citing 

 as an example

and that it is now generally available,

describing a use case such as a hospital

storing MRI and cat scan images, that

have a regulatory requirement to keep

them for 30 years.

S3 Glacier

Deep Archive storage

No cost e�ective storage options were

available but now the Cloud has

commoditized this resource to such an

extent they can easily make use of near

in�nite levels of storage for a fraction

of the previous costs.

https://awscloud.directory/werner-vogels-enterprise-cloud-native/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWfkbGF6fiA
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/aws/new-amazon-s3-storage-class-glacier-deep-archive/
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Overall the evolution is one from

moving from traditional vendor

monolith applications, where you adapt

your business model to their

functionality, to one of an era of Cloud

Builders – The ability to plug and play a

number of di�erent Cloud services, the

right tool for each job, together into

the solution you need.

Monolith to

Microservices: Lessons

learned from

Amazon.com

At Amazon.com they faced the same

scaling challenges as their enterprise

customers, and to address them they

adopted a number of practices now

known as DevOps and Microservices.

He describes S3 as one of their own

examples, evolving it from eight simple

Microservices to now over 235

distributed Microservices.

From 31:15 he explains the essential

dynamics of re-engineering monolith

software to Microservices, highlighting

that each Microservice has very

di�erent scaling and reliability

requirements.

Therefore to most e�ectively design a

suitable Microservices architecture the

best approach is to undertake a

functional decomposition, like in their

case to identify di�erent services such

as a customer login and an address

book service.

One is used infrequently while the

other is accessed repeatedly, and so

the whole component needs to scale to

the level of just one small service.

Similarly the whole component has

access to both the credential store and

also the address book store, a violation

of security policies.

https://awscloud.directory/werner-vogels-enterprise-cloud-native/
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Therefore the re-engineering process is

one of decomposing down to a level of

the smallest possible building blocks

for each service and then have them

scale independently, so that a service

like login can utilize all the resource it

needs without impact on the whole

site.

Containers and

Microservices

From 35:25 Verner states that

containers are an essential technology

for implementing Microservices.

Highlighting McDonalds as one example

of an enterprise customer using this

approach, he describes how they built a

new home delivery service using ECS to

build a microservices application. The

use of an API architecture enabled

them to integrate with partners like

Uber Eats.

From 37:00 Werner walks through the

decision process to design your

Microservices container environment –

You can choose between  or 

  at the orchestration level,

and at the compute level you can

manage your own clusters on    or

use  , which turns it into a

Serverless container service,

eliminating the need to manage

infrastructure at all.

ECS ECS for

Kubernetes

EC2

Fargate

Serverless

Microservices

From 41:00 Werner describes the

adoption of these products as

a  continuing abstraction of software

development, a journey moving

upwards from IaaS instances through

containers to Lambda, the AWS

Serverless layer.

https://awscloud.directory/werner-vogels-enterprise-cloud-native/
https://aws.amazon.com/ecs/
https://aws.amazon.com/eks/
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
https://aws.amazon.com/fargate/
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He highlights that the Cloud �rst

customers of today who are starting

out to build an entirely new service are

now doing so on Serverless, as they can

be completely freed from the hassles of

managing the underlying infrastructure

and can instead immediately just focus

on adding value and building new

business logic.

At 42:30 he references a case study of

HomeAway, an Expedia sharing

economy venture for vacation homes.

Werner describes how they’ve built it

entirely at the Serverless layer, making

use of other AWS services like Dynamo

DB, Kinesis and S3 to enable uploading

and processing of six million images a

month.

He adds that the adoption of Serverless

is being driven by tech startups yes, but

also they are seeing large enterprises

being equally quick to embrace the

trend, given it greatly increases

developer productivity. He cites

another very powerful example of

Capital One, who entirely migrated

billions of mainframe transactions to a

Serverless approach.

From 56:00 Werner makes the key point

that Serverless isn’t just about Lambda,

that is the developer tool that stitches

together multiple AWS services like S3

and DynamoDB, but many of the

services can be considered Serverless,

because fundamentally they require no

management of underlying server

infrastructure.

https://awscloud.directory/werner-vogels-enterprise-cloud-native/
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Serverless Application

Model

Werner touches on AWS ‘SAM’,

the    (AWS

SAM, previously known as Project

Flourish) extends AWS CloudFormation

to provide a simpli�ed way of de�ning

the Amazon API Gateway APIs, AWS

Lambda functions, and Amazon

DynamoDB tables needed by your

serverless application.

Serverless Application Model

As the  describes:developer guide

“A  is a

combination of Lambda functions,

event sources, and other resources

that work together to perform tasks.

Note that a serverless application is

more than just a Lambda function—it

can include additional resources such

as APIs, databases, and event source

mappings.”

serverless application

and that

“AWS SAM is an extension for the AWS

CloudFormation template language that

lets you de�ne serverless applications

at a higher level. It abstracts away

common tasks such as function role

creation, which makes it easier to write

templates. AWS SAM is supported

directly by AWS CloudFormation, and

includes additional functionality

through the AWS CLI and AWS SAM

CLI.”

Continuous

Deployment Practices

From 44:40 Werner talks through the

heart of building a Microservices

application on AWS.

The keynote challenge is service

discovery and communication – How

does each microservice �nd one

another and manage their data

exchanges?

https://awscloud.directory/werner-vogels-enterprise-cloud-native/
https://aws.amazon.com/serverless/sam/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/serverless-application-model/latest/developerguide/what-is-sam.html
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For this AWS launched  . This

gives a complete view of the distributed

system, handles reliability and

communication between services, and

provides insights into the loads and

paths these communications generate.

App Mesh

At 58:45 Werner describes how the

Microservices approach is seeing

development teams moving from a

single to multiple software deployment

lifecycles, achieved through

autonomous teams that can react

individually to changing customer

needs. Rather than multiple teams all

trying to move one monolith software

build through a very infrequent

deployment process now they are all

continuously deploying at a high

frequency rate.

He describes how AWS o�ers a

complete toolchain for enabling this

lifecycle,

including  ,  and 

with    and   for

monitoring. X-Ray provides a debugging

visualization of all the components in a

Microservices environment, across

containers and Serverless,

CodeCommit CodeBuild  Code

X-Ray CloudWatch

Popular development tools can be used

for building Serverless microservice

applications, including  ,

AWS Toolkits for

,   and  .

AWS Cloud9

Pycharm IntelliJ Visual Studio

Continuous Security

From 1:04:24 Werner focuses in on

security. He says most if not all of the

data breaches that occur today are due

to older systems and security practices

associated with them, that are no

longer appropriate for today’s modern

world.

In line with the microservices team

model seeing each individual team take

whole responsibility for the operation

as well as development of their

services, so security needs to become

part of this too, rather than being a

separate team. “Security is everyone’s

job”.

https://awscloud.directory/werner-vogels-enterprise-cloud-native/
https://aws.amazon.com/app-mesh/
https://aws.amazon.com/codecommit/
https://aws.amazon.com/codebuild/
https://aws.amazon.com/codedeploy/
https://aws.amazon.com/xray/
https://aws.amazon.com/cloudwatch/
https://aws.amazon.com/cloud9/
https://aws.amazon.com/pycharm/
https://aws.amazon.com/intellij/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/toolkit-for-vscode/latest/userguide/serverless-apps.html
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This is achieved through security being

an integral part of the Continuous

Development pipeline, both in terms of

securing of the development pipeline,

as well as the security of the software it

produces, achieved through pipeline

access controls and hardened build

servers, and through artifact validation

and static code analysis. Alarms and

checks need to occur when for example

new libraries are added into the build,

to ensure that they are approved and

secure.

As much as possible all of this checking

should be automated, using AWS tools

such as  and  .Inspector CloudTrail

Similarly Werner says that nowadays

encryption shouldn’t just be selectively

applied to some data but be entirely

ubiquitous throughout the application

environment.

Aurora – A Database

Designed for the Cloud

From 1:15:00 Werner moves on to

exploring the role of the underlying

databases. He relates how there has

been a big shift away from the

traditional enterprise vendors to open

source, primarily to escape the

prohibitive costing models they

employ.

However they too are not especially

designed for the Cloud, and so the

practice of ‘ ‘ can be used here,

but even then this approach faces many

scaling issues, given it was an approach

developed in the 90s.

sharding

So AWS has built  , their own

relational database re-engineered to be

Cloud Native, a scaled out distributed

architecture based on a shared storage

model using SSDs that is database-

aware. It delivers high performance and

availability with up to 15 low-latency

read replicas, point-in-time recovery,

continuous backup to Amazon S3, and

replication across three Availability

Zones.

Aurora

Aurora has been the fastest growing

service in the history of AWS.

https://awscloud.directory/werner-vogels-enterprise-cloud-native/
https://aws.amazon.com/inspector/
https://aws.amazon.com/cloudtrail/
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/database/sharding-with-amazon-relational-database-service/
https://aws.amazon.com/rds/aurora/
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At 1:23:00 Werner concludes this

section by relating it back to a

Microservices architecture, highlighting

that the unique design-per-

microservice approach means that it

may not be a relational database that

service needs – Perhaps it is best

served by a graph database for

example.

Depending on the requirements of that

particular service it could use a number

of possible AWS options, such as

,  ,  , DynamoDB DocumentDB ElasticCache Nep

Data analytics

From 1:25:00 Werner concludes his

session through a review of AWS data

analytics capabilities.

He begins with the critical insight that

IT itself is no longer a competitive

di�erentiation, as there is ubiquitous

access to all the same tools for

everyone, so it is now it is the kind of

data that you have and how smartly

you use it that de�nes your advantage.

Furthermore where data warehouses

used to be a heavy, slow and expensive

technology to set up and use, now the

Cloud has made them lightweight, agile

and on demand.  , the AWS data

warehouse product, can be spun up

and used only for a couple of hours.

Redshift

Data warehousing may be thought of as

an old-style world but wrapping up

Werner makes the point it is actually

integral to every modern and cutting

edge application and business model.

Using Fortnite as an example he

highlights that they have a massive

analytics engine underpinning the

game, enabling core components like

service health, game usage to improve

playability and tournaments.

Werner describes data analytics as

having three main pillars: Historical

reporting, real-time status and

forecasting, where the data can provide

the foundation for machine learning to

better predict the future, leading on to

the follow on presentation on AWS’s AI

services.

https://awscloud.directory/werner-vogels-enterprise-cloud-native/
https://aws.amazon.com/dynamodb/
https://aws.amazon.com/documentdb/
https://aws.amazon.com/elasticache/
https://aws.amazon.com/neptune/
https://aws.amazon.com/redshift/
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A core capability

underpinning the shift to

Cloud Native DevOps is

treating ‘Infrastructure as

Code’ (IaC).

As the term suggests it means applying

practices from software development

to the activities of managing the

underlying IT infrastructure.

Vladimir Fedak provides

a    of DevOps

and the role IaC plays:

comprehensive overview

“The practice of describing all software

runtime environment and networking

settings and parameters in simple

textual format, that can be stored in

your Version Control System (VCS) and

versioned on request.

These text �les are called manifests

and are used by DevOps tools like

Terraform and Kubernetes to

automatically provision and con�gure

build servers, testing, staging and

production environments.”

These steps are key to addressing the

Operations aspects that de�nes

DevOps.

Environment as Code

As they describe in  Cloudsoft

builds on this further, to suggest the

correct scope to address is

‘Environment as Code’.

their blog

They highlight that large enterprise

organizations are likely to be  running

50 year old mainframes as well as

Serverless apps, in amongst a vast and

complex array of on-prem, legacy,

public cloud and containerised

deployments, and so then

Infrastructure-as-Code may not be

enough, and what is needed is

Environment-as-Code.

Environment-as-Code elevates

Infrastructure-as-Code, applying

DevOps methods and tools to the

entire production environment as

opposed to only the infrastructure.

https://awscloud.directory/environment-as-code/
https://medium.com/@FedakV/infrastructure-as-code-devops-principle-meaning-benefits-use-cases-a4461a1fef2
https://cloudsoft.io/blog/environment-as-code
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This helps to connect DevOps teams,

tasked with product delivery and

innovation, with their Infrastructure

and Operations counterparts; allowing

I&O to deliver, manage and orchestrate

environments, platforms and services

rapidly, reliably, resiliently and at scale.

In practice, EaC means that I&O teams

can establish consistent guardrails and

governance for all their environments.

They can use EaC to codify best

practices, policies, processes, runbooks

and more into reusable elements.

ServiceNow

Another capability key for the

enterprise market is the integration

with ServiceNow, a popular

provisioning tool for large corporate IT

teams.

enables ServiceNow

end users to provision, manage, and

operate AWS resources natively from

ServiceNow.

AWS’s Service Management Connector

for ServiceNow 

This means users have access to  pre-

approved, secure, and governed AWS

resources through AWS Service Catalog

as well as execute automation

playbooks through AWS Systems

Manager, amongst many other

capabilities.

Cloudsoft assists AWS with the

installation and customisation of its

Service Management Connector for

ServiceNow – the fourth iteration of the

product – and is also working with AWS

on a Connector for JIRA environments.

This includes tying in with new and

existing work�ows as well as assisting

with creating custom views and

tables.  AWS Service Management

Connector bene�ts from high adoption

levels, supporting millions of resources

per year for global telecoms, aviation,

and oil and gas organisations.

https://awscloud.directory/environment-as-code/
https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2021/09/aws-service-connector-servicenow-aws-catalog-appregistry/

